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Dear Patient,

You have received from your orthotist an individually produced orthosis with the high quality FIOR & GENTZ 
NEURO TRONIC system knee joint. 

1. Declaration of Conformity

We declare that our medical devices as well as our accessories for medical devices are in conformity with the 
requirements of the Medical Devices Directive 93/42/EEC. Therefore, the FIOR & GENTZ products bear the CE marking.

2. Warranty

The warranty only applies if the product is used under the described conditions and for the intended purpose. 
The warranty expires if the product is used differently, if it is combined with other components or materials or 
if it is mounted according to a different production technique than the one recommended by the FIOR & GENTZ 
Orthosis Configurator. A combination with products from other manufacturers requires a written consent by the 
seller. The warranty and guarantee expire if the product is mounted several times.
Since we are not able to check the compliance of handling and dealing with batteries, we cannot assume any 
liability for any damages or costs caused by batteries. For further information, we refer to our General Terms 
and Conditions of Business Transactions, Sales, Delivery and Payment.

3. Safety Instructions

In order that your orthosis works in the best way, you can handle it correctly and you can use it as long as 
possible, please note all information provided in this manual, especially the safety instructions indicated by 
DANGER, WARNING, CAUTION and NOTICE that are listed and explained in the following paragraph.  Ignoring 
this information may lead to injuries and property damage.

3.1 Classification of the Safety Instructions

DANGER Important information about a possible dangerous situation which,  
if not avoided, leads to death or irreversible injuries.

WARNING Important information about a possible dangerous situation which,  
if not avoided, leads to reversible injuries that need medical treatment.

CAUTION Important information about a possible dangerous situation which,  
if not avoided, leads to light injuries that do not need medical treatment.

NOTICE Important information about a possible situation which,  
if not avoided, leads to damage of the product.

All serious incidents connected to the product shall be reported to the manufacturer or your orthotist.
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3.2 All Instructions for Your Safety

 DANGER
Potential Traffic Accident Due to Limited Driving Ability
Gather information about all issues concerning safety and security and potential dangers, e.g. 
unintentional locking of the system joint, before driving a motor vehicle with orthosis.

 DANGER
Danger to Life Due to Improper Handling of the Charger
When using the charger, please respect the information of the manufacturer in order to avoid 
short circuits and surges. You will find the corresponding patient information in your remote 
control case.

 WARNING
Risk of Falling Due to Loosely Attached Cover Plate
Do not secure screws for the system joint on your own. Consult your orthotist about the main-
tenance intervals to be respected.

 WARNING
Risk of Falling Due to Improper Handling
Have your orthotist inform you about the correct use of the system joint.
- Avoid contact with moisture and water.
- In Auto mode, always make the first step with the leg with orthosis.
- Disable the permanent unlock function if you no longer wish to use it.
- When changing the mode with the orthosis, make sure to stand safely.

 WARNING
Risk of Falling Due to Improper Shoe
Wear a shoe to which your orthosis is adjusted in order to avoid joint dysfunction.

 WARNING
Risk of Falling Due to Orthosis Adjustments
If you notice any changes on the orthosis (e.g. loosely attached joint components or changed 
spring forces), immediately contact your orthotist.

 WARNING
Risk of Falling Due to Improper Cleaning
In order to avoid a failure of the lock function, clean the orthosis and the system joint as de-
scribed in this patient information. Do not grease the system joint on your own. If necessary, 
consult your orthotist.
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 WARNING
Risk of Falling Due to Walking Incorrectly with Orthosis
Consult your orthotist about the correct use of your orthosis and the particularities of the 
system joint. If necessary, we recommend a physiotherapeutic gait re-education.

 WARNING
Risk of Falling Due to Improper Maintenance
In order to avoid failure of the joint function and the electronics, let only a trained orthotist 
check your orthosis.

 WARNING
Risk of Falling Due to Damages to the Orthosis
Avoid damage to your orthosis and to the integrated electronics (e. g. due to shocks, knocks and 
fall). If the orthosis, nevertheless, is damaged, switch your orthosis into Lock mode and contact 
your orthotist as soon as possible.

 WARNING
Risk of Injury Due to Improper Handling of the Batteries
In order not to damage the batteries being used and, therefore, not to cause failure of elec-
tronics, avoid improper handling of the batteries: 
- strong heat (e.g. fire),
- knocks and shocks as well as
- contact with high humidity and water.

 CAUTION
Threat to Environment Due to Improper Disposal of the Batteries
Never dispose of batteries with the residual waste so that toxic substances are not released 
into the environment. Dispose the batteries properly.

 NOTICE
Limitation of Joint Function Due to Electromagnetic/Magnetic Field
Please note that, while using the orthosis, an electromagnetic and magnetic field (e.g. MRI) 
can lead to joint dysfunction. 

 NOTICE
Damages to Batteries Due to Improper Handling
Ensure the correct use of the batteries in order to avoid a short battery lifespan and joint 
dysfunction. Concerning the batteries, make sure:
- to use them with the delivered charger according to the information of the manufacturer;
- to use and to charge them (fully) in pairs;
- to use them only at ambient temperatures from -20 °C to 45 °C;
- to use only undamaged batteries (without leakage of substances/liquids) and 
- not to allow the batteries to come into contact with metal objects, humidity and water (use 

the battery box).
Pay attention to the battery status indicator. If the batteries are not charged in time or are 
unexpectedly empty or you do not have them at hand, you can also use standard AA batteries 
for your orthosis.
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 NOTICE
Damages to Controller and Remote Control Due to Improper Handling
Ensure the correct use in order to avoid joint dysfunction. Avoid:
- to open the controller and the remote control as well as
- using them in areas where radio waves are forbidden (e.g. in planes, hospitals). Ask the 

responsible staff on-site about using the controller and remote control.
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4. Application

The NEURO TRONIC system knee joint is exclusively for use for orthotic fittings of the lower extremity. It must 
be handled by a professionally trained user.

Every mechanical joint influences the orthosis' function and thus also the function of your leg. All FIOR & GENTZ 
system joints were developed for everyday life activities such as standing, walking and running but not for  
extreme loads due to sports such as climbing and parachuting. Depending on the type of orthotic fitting and 
your individual physical abilities, driving a motor vehicle safely should be guaranteed. This is subject to national 
laws and checked by authorised medical bodies. It is recommended to modify the motor vehicle to your special 
needs (e.g. automatic transmission) so that the driving ability is given even without a functioning orthosis.

5. Introduction

You have received from your orthotist an individually produced orthosis with the high quality FIOR & GENTZ knee 
joint system NEURO TRONIC. This knee joint system is also available with Bluetooth® technology.

The NEURO TRONIC knee joint system consists of the following articles (fig. 1):

NEURO TRONIC system knee joint;

NEURO TRONIC component set including controller, optionally without Bluetooth including exchange-
able batteries or with Bluetooth including exchangeable batteries or an integrated lithium-ion battery;

NEURO TRONIC remote control for the patient, optionally without Bluetooth including 
microprocessor-controlled quick charger or with Bluetooth including microprocessor-controlled 
quick charger or USB charging cable and app NEURO TRONIC User;

NEURO TRONIC multi-purpose device for the orthotist, with Bluetooth and app NEURO TRONIC Expert.

The system knee joint and the controller are mounted to your orthosis. The orthotist uses the multi-purpose 
device in order to adjust the orthosis. You need the remote control for handling the ortosis. Complementary, you 
can use the app NEURO TRONIC User. 

1

2

3

4

In order to operate the orthosis via the app, a controller with Bluetooth must be mounted to your 
orthosis.
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6. Your Orthosis

Your orthotist adapted your orthosis with NEURO TRONIC system knee joint and integrated controller to your 
needs, explained you all functions and handed it over with a remote control case (fig. 2 or 3). 

The case of the remote control with or without Bluetooth for the controller with exchangeable batteries includes 
the following system components (fig. 2):

Item Art. No. Description Unit

Quantity
One 
leg

Both 
legs

1 ET0850 microprocessor-controlled quick charger piece 1 1
1a - plug-in adapter piece 1 1
1b - USB cable piece 1 1
2 ET0890 battery box piece 1 1
3 PA0800-ET number stickers to mark rechargeable batteries set 1 1
4 PR4000 lanyard FIOR & GENTZ piece 1 1
5 ET3800-P remote control piece 1 2

6 ET3840-P remote control with Bluetooth piece 1 2
7 ET0851 12V car adaptor for quick charger piece 1 1
8 ET0810-AA2 2 pce. AA NiMH batteries with number stickers set 3 6

w/o fig. HE3800-SK/L letter sticker L for remote control, left leg piece - 1
w/o fig. HE3800-SK/R letter sticker R for remote control, right leg piece - 1

If a controller with exchangeable batteries is mounted to your orthosis, make sure that you have 
sufficient number stickers.

4

fig. 2
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The case of the remote control with Bluetooth for the controller with lithium-ion battery includes the fol-
lowing system components (fig. 3):

Item Art. No. Description Unit

Quantity
One 
leg

Both 
legs

1 ET3840-P remote control with Bluetooth piece 1 2
2 ET0780 USB adapter piece 1 1
3 ET0710 USB cable piece 1 1

4 PR4000 lanyard FIOR & GENTZ piece 1 1
w/o fig. HE3800-SK/L letter sticker L for remote control, left leg piece - 1
w/o fig. HE3800-SK/R letter sticker R for remote control, right leg piece - 1

6.1 Joint Functions

The NEURO TRONIC system knee joint is an automatic joint and provides four joint functions:

1. basic function at delivery status in Auto mode (see paragraph 6.1.1);

2. alternative function in Lock mode (see paragraph 6.1.2);

3. alternative function in Free mode (see paragraph 6.1.3);

4. alternative function in every mode (see paragraph 6.1.4).

6.1.1 Basic Function in Auto Mode

The controller of the orthosis has motion sensors that detect the movement and position of your lower leg.

Locking

The motion sensors register when you are standing with the orthosis and the NEURO TRONIC 
system knee joint (fig. 4) is locked. In terminal swing, when your leg loses speed and is right 
before initial contact (fig. 5), the electronics lock the system knee joint. The solenoid shuts 
off and the pressure spring pushes the plunger upwards, which causes the locking pawl to 
mesh into the toothing of the toothed ring (fig. 6).

fig. 3
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Unlocking

The motion sensors register when you are walking with the orthosis and 
the NEURO TRONIC system knee joint is unlocked. When you are stret-
ching the leg in terminal stance, the system knee joint is unlocked and is 
therefore free moving in swing phase (fig. 5). The solenoid turns on and 
generates an electromagnetic field, which causes the plunger to retract 
magnetically against the spring force, while gravity causes the locking 
pawl to fall downwards out of the toothing of the toothed ring (fig. 7).

6.1.2 Alternative Function in Lock Mode

In Lock mode, the NEURO TRONIC system knee joint is a locked joint 
to provide motion control. It is permanently mechanically locked in a 
determined position.

6.1.3 Alternative Function in Free Mode

In Free mode, the NEURO TRONIC system knee joint is a free moving joint 
to provide motion control. It is limitedly free moving up to a determined 
position.
If you want to drive a car or bicycle in this mode, it is recommended to permanently unlock the NEURO TRONIC
system knee joint with the lever (see paragraph 6.1.4).

6.1.4 Alternative Function in Every Mode

The NEURO TRONIC system knee joint can be permanently unlocked mechanically 
with a lever, for example for activities such as driving a car or bicycle. In this mode 
it is guaranteed that the NEURO TRONIC system knee joint does not lock unin-
tentionally, e.g. at strong shocks or when the battery is empty/batteries are empty.

To do so, first set the orthosis into Free mode with the remote control/app, then 
unlock the system joint manually with the lever by setting the lever to F. The 
NEURO TRONIC system knee joint also remains unlocked if you select another 
mode (e.g. Auto) with the remote control/app since the lever blocks the locking 
pawl, which, therefore, cannot mesh into the toothing.
In order to change the system joint’s mode as usual with the remote control/app, 
the lever must be set to the dot (fig. 8).

In terminal stance and pre swing the system joint is free moving in preparation to the subsequent 
swing phase. If, contrary to expectations, you put weight on the leg with orthosis, the system joint 
does not lock. However, you can take advantage of this fact for sitting down. You should practise 
that in the physiotherapeutic gait re-education.
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6.2 The Remote Control

You can select the mode on your orthosis with the remote control. You cannot change the mode while walking. 
Therefore, make sure to stand safely when changing the mode with the orthosis. After a mode change, check 
if the desired mode is selected. Every time you press a button of the remote control, the LED blinks shortly.

Remote Control Item Description Meaning

    

2

4

3

1 1 LED The LED indicates light signals for the selected 
mode and the battery quality.

2 Auto button In Auto mode, the system joint locks and unlocks 
automatically in the corresponding gait phases.

3 Free button In Free mode, the system joint is permanently 
free moving.

4 Lock button In Lock mode, the system joint is permanently 
locked.

Since the remote control is an electronic device, it is important to use it properly (see safety instructions). If 
your remote control does not work as usual, do not try to open it. Contact your orthotist.

6.3 App NEURO TRONIC User

The app is intended to complement your remote control. It offers the same range of 
functions.

If your orthosis is equipped with a controller with Bluetooth, you can operate the 
orthosis either with the remote control with Bluetooth and/or with the app via your 
smartphone/tablet (fig. 9) or your Apple Watch* (fig. 10). However, for that you need at 
least Bluetooth 4.0. You can download the free app via the Play Store for the Android 
operating system (from version 5.0) or via the App Store for the iOS operating system 
(from iOS 10). The app offers the same functions that you can use with the remote 
control (see paragraph 6.2).

* Apple Watch is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

If you want to save battery power in this alternative function, you have to press the Lock button 
on the remote control/app after having set the lever to F. Thus, the solenoid turns off. The orthosis 
remains unlocked.

Since the remote control/app is connected with the controller of your orthosis, 
it controls only your orthosis. Other remote controls/apps have no influence 
on your orthosis.

fi g. 9

fi g. 10
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6.4 The Controller

The controller is mounted to your orthosis. It receives commands from the remote control/app, registers your 
movements and controls the NEURO TRONIC system knee joint.

Controller with Exchangeable Batteries Item Description

2

1

9

8

6

7

5

2

4 3

8

7

1 battery compartment cover

2 acoustic signal generator

3 LED battery indicator

4 LED function indicator

5 LED mode indicator

6 MODE button

7 positive pole

8 negative pole

9 battery compartment for 2 AA batteries

Controller with Integrated Lithium-Ion Battery Item Description

1

2

4

3

5

1 cover for Micro-USB port

2 LED battery level indicator and mode 
indicator

3  LED pairing indicator Bluetooth

4 Micro-USB port

5 MODE button

6.5 Manual Mode Change

The controller has a MODE button to use the orthosis e.g. if you have lost 
your remote control or you do not have your smartphone/tablet at hand or 
you are not allowed or not able to use them.
On a controller with exchangeable batteries, you see a small opening in 
the upper part of the battery compartment marked with MODE (fig. 11). 

fi g. 11
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The opening is about 1cm deep. You can select the mode on the orthosis by 
pressing a pointed object (e.g. a paper clip) into the opening.
On a controller with an integrated lithium-ion battery, the rectangular 
MODE button is located under the cover above the micro-USB port (fig. 12).
Depending on the already selected mode, it can be set in the following 
order: Auto, Free and Lock. This switch is particularly important when you 
are travelling by plane. Due of the special regulation of using electronic 
devices in aircrafts, you are not allowed to use the remote control as well 
as Auto mode during the flight phases, takeoff, approach and landing. Switch your orthosis into Free or Lock 
mode before these flight phases. You are allowed to use again the remote control/app during flight and after 
landing. If you have to change the mode during one of the mentioned flight phases, only use the MODE button.

7. Connection between Controller and Remote Control/App

At a controller and remote control without Bluetooth, your orthotist has to establish the connection. 
If you have a remote control with Bluetooth, you can directly connect it with a controller with Bluetooth. 
Proceed as follows:

1. Press the MODE button at the controller. A short beep is emitted. Keep the button pressed until a second, 

longer beep is emitted after about 6-10 seconds.

2. Press the Auto and Lock button of the remote control at the same time for about four seconds. The LED 

blinks yellow.

3. If the connection to the controller has been successfully established, the LED at the remote control blinks 

green. If establishing the connection has failed, it blinks red.

If you would like to adjust the controller via the app NEURO TRONIC User, you need a controller with Bluetooth. 
Use the app menu and select the corresponding menu item to establish a connection. Follow the instructions 
in the app.

7.1 Controlling Two Orthoses

If you are wearing two orthoses with a NEURO TRONIC knee joint system, you can decide to connect the con-
trollers of both orthoses with one or two remote controls. If you activate two remote controls, you can change 
the modes separately for each controller/orthosis. If you activate only one remote control, the modes of both 
controllers/orthoses are changed simultaneously.
If the orthoses are equipped with controllers with Bluetooth, the modes can be switched separately or at the 
same time for the two controllers/orthoses with the app NEURO TRONIC User.

fi g. 12

The MODE button can only be used as long as the batteries are not completely discharged. When the 
batteries are completely discharged, you can only use the Lock mode.

As soon as the controller is paired with a remote control and/or app, the orthosis can be controlled 
with them as the pairing is saved. Other remote controls/apps have no influence on the orthosis.
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8. Checking the Connection between Controller and Remote Control

Due to signals of the controller with battery compartment as well as of the remote control, you will be informed 
if your remote control is connected with the controller. The LED at the remote control indicates that the remote 
control and the controller communicate with each other. There are different signals for a connection with one 
or two controllers.

8.1 Indication of the Connection With one Controller

Remote Control Light Signal Meaning

One of the three 
buttons 

was pressed.

colour: yellow, green, red 
(depending on battery status)

The remote control is connected 
with the controller.

signal duration: 

colour: red - The orthosis is in Sleep mode (see 
paragraph 11.2).

- The batteries are empty.
- The controller has no batteries.
- The remote control is too far away 

from the orthosis.

signal duration: 

colour: blue

The controller communicates with 
the remote control.

signal duration: 

    

If you have operated the orthosis with the app, you have to close the app in order to operate the 
orthosis with the remote control.
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8.2 Indication of the Connection With Two Controllers

Remote Control Light Signal Meaning

One of the three 
buttons 

was pressed.

colour: yellow, green, red 
(depending on battery status)

The remote control is connected 
with the controllers.

signal duration: 

colour: red Signal for both controllers:
- the orthoses are in Sleep mode 

(see paragraph 11.2);
- the batteries are empty;
- the controllers have no batteries;
- the remote controls are too far 

away from the orthoses.

signal duration: 

colour: yellow, green, red (depending on 
battery status) and afterwards red

Signal for one of the two 
controllers:
- the orthosis is in Sleep mode (see 

paragraph 11.2);
- the batteries are empty;
- the controller has no batteries;
- the remote control is too far away 

from the orthosis.

signal duration:  . . . 

colour: blue

The controllers communicate with 
the remote control.

signal duration: 

   

9. Checking the Connection between Controller and App NEURO TRONIC User

In order to operate the orthosis via the app, Bluetooth must be permanently switched on and the app must be 
open in the foreground. The signalling on the controller is the same as when connected to the remote control.

Use the menu of the app and select the desired menu item to connect to one or two controllers. Follow the 
instructions in the app.

An orthosis can only be operated with one app at the same time because there is a connection between the 
controller and the app. Other apps have no influence on the connected orthosis. You can continue to use the 
remote control instead of the app when the controller is connected to the remote control and is not actively 
communicating with the app. The app is intended to complement your remote control.
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10. Checking the Battery Status

10.1 Indication of Battery Status on the Controller

If your controller has an integrated lithium-ion battery, you can see the battery status of the controller on the 
remote control or in the app. Furthermore, the LED battery level indicator indicates the following light signals 
for the battery status:

Light Signal

Cause MeaningController Colour
Signal 

Duration

green The batteries are fully charged.

yellow The batteries are charging.

red 0.5 sec. The battery status is critical.

If your controller has exchangeable batteries, the LEDs on the controller blink briefly when you insert them. If 
the LEDs do not blink, the batteries are perhaps wrongly inserted or they are fully discharged.

Soon afterwards, the LED battery status indicator on the controller shows one of the following light signals:

Light Signal

Cause MeaningController Colour
Signal 

Duration

no signal The batteries in the controller 
are fully charged.

orange 0.5 sec.

The batteries are 1/3 full. 
Depending on the battery 
quality, it takes max. 7 hours to 
fully discharge.

red 0.5 sec.

The batteries are almost empty. 
Depending on the battery 
quality, it takes max. 2 hours to 
fully discharge.
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Permanent light signals from the controller for battery status when using the orthosis in Auto or Free mode:

Light Signal

Cause MeaningController Colour
Signal 

Duration

no signal The batteries in the controller 
are fully charged.

orange every 5 sec.

The batteries are 1/3 full. 
Depending on the battery 
quality, it takes max. 7 hours to 
fully discharge.

red every 5 sec.

The batteries are almost empty. 
Depending on the battery 
quality, it takes max. 2 hours to 
fully discharge.

Sound signal from the controller for battery status when the batteries are almost completely empty:

Sound Signal Signal Duration Cause Meaning

     

0.5 sec.

break

1 sec.

     

0.5 sec.

break

1 min.

     

0.5 sec.

break

1 sec.

     

0.5 sec.

The batteries are 
almost empty. 
Depending on the 
battery quality, 
it takes max. 
2 hours to fully 
discharge.

The signal sounds every minute because of the importance of a properly working orthosis. By pressing one of the 
three buttons of the remote control, you can extend this period to ten minutes. The pause can be extended by 
a further ten minutes by pressing the button again. If no button is pressed, the signal will sound every minute.

10.2 Indication of Battery Status on Remote Control/in the App

If you operate the orthosis via app, you can see the battery status of the controller(s) at any time in the app. 

You can also check the status of the batteries in the controller(s) with your remote control. There are different 
signals for a connection with one or two controllers.

 In order to save energy, the battery status is not displayed in Lock mode.
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10.2.1 Indication of the Battery Status for a Connection with one Controller

Light Signals at Remote Control:

Remote Control

Light Signal

MeaningLED Colour Signal 
Duration

One of the three 
buttons was pressed.

green
The batteries in the 
controller are fully 
charged.

yellow

The batteries are 1/3 
full. Depending on the 
battery quality, it takes 
max. 7 hours to fully 
discharge.

red

The batteries are 
almost empty. 
Depending on the 
battery quality, it takes 
max. 2 hours to fully 
discharge.

10.2.2 Indication of the Battery Status for a Connection with two Controllers

If your remote control is connected with two controllers, the light signal on the remote control does not apply 
automatically to both controllers but to that with the lowest battery. The battery status indicator on the controller 
(see paragraph 10.1) allows you to determine whether the batteries of both controllers are affected or at which 
orthosis you need to change the batteries.
Example: The LED of the remote control flashes red, after you have pressed one of the three buttons. The LED 
battery status indicator of the controller of the right orthosis gives no light signal, which means that the battery 
is full. The LED battery status indicator of the controller of the left orthosis briefly blinks three times red. The 
batteries in this orthosis should soon be exchanged.

11. Energy Consumption

11.1 Useful Life of Batteries in Diff erent Modes

Your orthosis consumes energy in all three modes, the fewest in Lock mode. If there are mounted two NEURO TRONIC
system knee joints to your orthosis (bilateral construction), both system joints are supplied with battery energy 
from one controller. Therefore, the useful life of the batteries considerably shortens in contrast to a unilateral 
construction (one NEURO TRONIC system knee joint mounted to your orthosis).
The use of the original charger and charging the original NiMH batteries or the lithium-ion battery to the maxi-
mum lead to the following average battery life at room temperature:

Battery Type Orthosis Auto Free Lock

exchangeable 
batteries

unilateral 45 hours 45 hours

over 2 weeks
bilateral 24 hours 24 hours

lithium-ion battery
unilateral 18 hours 42 hours

bilateral 8.5 hours 19 hours
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11.2 Energy-Saving Mode

Your orthosis provides two different energy-saving modes which switch automatically after a certain time because 
of a motion sensor integrated in the controller.
If you do not move your orthosis in Auto or Free mode for more than two hours because e.g. you took it off, the 
orthosis switches automatically into Lock mode to save energy. If you press any button on the remote control, 
the orthosis will change back from Lock mode into Auto or Free mode. 
If you do not move your orthosis in Lock mode for more than 30 minutes, it switches automatically into Sleep 
mode. In Sleep mode, the orthosis only consumes little energy.
When the orthosis is in Sleep mode, the controller does not receive any signals from the remote control/app and 
the LED of the remote control flashes three times red after pressing a button (see paragraph 8). To switch back your 
orthosis into Lock mode, move it lightly. The integrated motion sensor detects the movement immediately and the 
orthosis switches from Sleep mode into Lock mode. Then, the LEDs on the controller blink (see paragraph 10.1). 
If your orthosis is equipped with a controller with integrated lithium-ion battery, there is a third energy-saving 
mode. If you do not move your orthosis for more than 72 hours, it switches into Deep Sleep mode. In this mode, 
the controller does not consume energy. In order to put the orthosis back into operation, press the MODE button 
of the controller or connect it to the USB cable.

12. Handling of the Batteries in the Controller

Use the exchangeable batteries and the lithium-ion battery of the controller of your orthosis as described in 
the following paragraphs.

12.1 Conditions of Use and Storage

The conditions of use and storage listed in this paragraph apply to both the exchangeable batteries and the 
integrated lithium-ion battery.

Respect the following conditions of use and storage:

 - Always fully charge the batteries.

 - If you store the batteries over a long period of time (e.g. > 12 months), charge them completely beforehand.

 - If possible, store and use the batteries at room temperature in a dry and well-ventilated area.

 - Do not expose the batteries to temperatures below -20°C or above +45°C. Temperatures above +45°C or 

near freezing point reduce the useful life and the battery lifespan of the batteries. At temperatures below 

-20°C the batteries become unusable.

 - Never store the batteries in places of high temperatures (> +60°C), e.g. in a car dashboard during direct 

sun exposure or next to a heating source.

Extreme temperature conditions shorten the indicated battery life and the maximum battery lifespan. In the 
worst case, the batteries become unusable.

Switch the orthosis into Lock mode if you do not use it for a longer period of time. By this, it switches 
into Sleep mode after only 30 minutes and consumes little energy.

If you have put your orthosis into Free mode (F) with the lever in order to use it as a free moving 
joint, you can switch it to Lock mode with the remote control/app to save energy. The orthosis 
remains unlocked.
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12.2 Handling of the Exchangeable Batteries

If a controller with exchangeable batteries is mounted to your orthosis, follow the instruction in this paragraph.

The controller is exclusively designed for AA batteries that should preferably have a nominal capacity of at least 
2500mAh. Six Varta Professional Accu 2500mAh Ready-to-use NiMH batteries are included in the delivery. 
We recommend buying or ordering from FIOR & GENTZ this Varta model with a nominal capacity of at least 
2500mAh, if required.

Since the controller discharges both batteries at the same time and orients 
itself on the lowest battery, do not mix up the batteries but use them in pairs 
(fig. 13). Proceed as follows (fig. 14):

 - Insert Set 1 in the controller of the orthosis. If the batteries are empty, 

charge them in the charger.

 - Insert Set 2 in the battery box. If the first set is empty, insert Set 2 in 

the controller of the orthosis.

 - Charge Set 3 in the charger. If the batteries are full, insert them in the 

battery box.
The batteries are already marked with stickers in the workshop as Set 1, Set 2 and Set 3. Always use them in this 
turn (fig. 14) to prevent a later, possible mixing of old and new batteries.

Before you use new batteries which you have received from your orthotist or have bought on your own, mark 
the new battery sets in order from 4 to 9 and 0, respectively, with the delivered number stickers.

12.2.1 Transport of the Exchangeable Batteries

Never transport the batteries loosely in your jacket or bag. If batteries come into 
contact with metal objects such as a bunch of keys or change, overheating and 
maybe short circuit may occur. By this, the useful life and the battery lifespan 
shorten as well as the indicated battery life (see paragraph 11.1). Always use the 
delivered battery box (fig. 15) to transport your batteries.

12.2.2 Charging the Exchangeable Batteries

In order to use the orthosis, charge the batteries completely before inserting them in the battery compartment of 
the controller according to the polarity (+/- symbols). Please read the manual of the microprocessor-controlled 
quick charger included in delivery of the remote control case carefully.
Charge empty batteries as soon as possible. To do so, only use the original charger, as other chargers influence 
the battery capacity and render the batteries unusable.

fig. 15

Set 1 Set 2

Set 3

fig. 14

fig. 13
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The charger only charges if you have inserted two or four batteries. The following signals can be read from the 
LCD display:

 - rolling bars: batteries are being charged

 - all three bars fixed: batteries are fully charged

 - empty battery symbol: an error has occurred

If the period of use of the orthosis considerably shortens, exchange the old batteries for new ones. If the period 
of use of the orthosis does not improve, contact your orthotist.

12.3 Handling of the Lithium-Ion Batteries

If a controller with lithium-ion batteries is mounted to your orthosis, follow the instruction in this paragraph. 
This controller has a long useful life and battery lifespan. Do not try to disassemble the controller, as the battery 
is an integral part of the controller.

12.3.1 Charging the Lithium-Ion Batteries

You can charge the battery using the USB charging cable included in the scope of delivery of the remote control 
case with Micro-USB port and the appropriate adapter via a common household socket. Always fully charge the 
batteries and respect the general conditions of use and storage (see paragraph 12.1). 

If the period of use of the orthosis considerably shortens despite the fully charged batteries, contact your orthotist.

13. Advices for Using Your Orthosis

13.1 Bluetooth Connection

At a NEURO TRONIC knee joint system with Bluetooth, the quality of connection depends on how interference-
free your environment is.

13.2 The Proper Shoe

The orthotist adjusts your orthosis when you try it on and do your first steps. Since you have to get used to your 
new orthosis, the adjusted orthosis should be regularly checked in the first weeks and, if necessary, newly adapted 
to your need for safety. The orthosis is adjusted to the pair of shoes with which you start walking with your orthosis. 
If you want to wear other shoes, your orthotist must ensure that the orthosis is also adjusted to these shoes.

13.3 Gait Re-education

In order to be able to use your orthosis optimally, you should make use of a physiotherapeutic gait re-education. 
In gait re-education, the following should be specially trained:

 - walking upright, with the upper body slightly bent forward;
 - apply as little body weight as possible on orthopaedic devices (such as canes, parallel bars or walkers), 

since otherwise the physiological gait can be affected.

With gait re-education, you become more secure in using your orthosis, your gait pattern improves and you get 
used to your orthosis sooner. This is particularly important when a locked orthosis has been used before for many 
years. Gait re-education can be supported by acoustic signals of the orthosis; ask your orthotist about it. Contact 
your orthotist as soon as possible.

Replace old or defect batteries always as pair (see paragraph 12.2).

The more physiological the gait characteristics become, the better the orthosis can support you.
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Be extremely careful when managing stairs, going on uneven surfaces or uphill/downhill. If you do not feel secure 
in using your orthosis in Auto mode yet, we recommend selecting Lock mode (see paragraph 6.1.2). Regularly 
report to your orthotist your experiences with the orthosis during the first weeks. This is the only way you can 
get specific advice or help.

13.3.1 Walking with Orthosis in Auto Mode

For safety reasons, the NEURO TRONIC system knee joint remains locked at the first step. When you start walking 
from a standing position, you should make the first step with the leg with orthosis. The electronics require a stride 
to switch from standing mode to walking mode in order to avoid disturbed gait or stumbling when starting to 
walk. Let your physiotherapist also show you in which gait phases the system joint is locked and free moving.

13.4 Malfunction Due to Impacts

The NEURO TRONIC system knee joint is provided with electronic components that react sensitively to very 
strong shocks. This may lead to the system joint not remaining unlocked during the swing phase, but locked. 
The orthosis should then work in the previously set mode again. If this is not the case, change the mode with 
your remote control/app.

In general, try to avoid great damages to your orthosis, e.g due to shocks or knocks or falls because this may lead 
to failure of different system components and, in the worst case, of the orthosis. If you notice a damage on the 
orthosis, use exclusively Lock mode and contact your orthotist as soon as possible.

13.5 Restrictive Use

The NEURO TRONIC system knee joint has been checked for its electro-
magnetic compatibility by European law. That means the orthosis works in 
an electromagnetic environment without introducing intolerable electro-
magnetic disturbances to other devices in that environment. Nevertheless, 
similar to smartphones, pay attention to whether or how you are allowed 
to use your orthosis in specially designated areas because the integrated 
electronics (e.g. Bluetooth) can cause radio waves and can be influenced 
by these as well. In specially designated areas (fig. 16), ask the responsible 
staff on-site if you can use the orthosis without restrictions. If you are 
not allowed to use the remote control/app, change the mode with the 
MODE button (see paragraph 6.5).

14. Cleaning the Orthosis

Clean the orthosis properly (see safety instructions) and regularly. Clean the orthosis with a damp cloth. Leave out 
the area around the system joint and the controller and clean them only superficially with a dry cloth. Remove 
visible dust and lint from the mechanics by using tweezers. Check the orthosis in straight and flexed position. 
For a smoothly current flow, clean the contacts in the battery compartment and of the batteries occasionally 
with a rubber.

15. Maintenance of the Orthosis

Let your orthotist check the orthosis’ functionality and wear every 3 months. 
Experience shows that children and people with cognitive impairments are often not able to notice and pass on 
information about changes on the orthosis and especially on the system joint. We would like to point out that 
you as parents or care team have to check the orthosis or more specifically the system joint regularly for signs 
of wear such as play in the system joint or unusual noises. In case of changes, immediately get in touch with 

If there, however, is a failure of the joint function, the orthosis switches automatically into Lock mode. 
Thus, it enables stability during stance phase and reduces the risk of falling.

fig. 16
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your orthotist, regardless of the next follow-up appointment.
Furthermore, we would like to point out that you must not carry out any maintenance or other adjustments to 
your orthosis by yourself. This might cause injuries and damage to your orthosis. If adjustments or repairs of the 
orthosis become necessary, always contact your orthotist.

16. Disposal

If you no longer need the orthosis, please return it to your orthotist. The product must not 
be disposed of with the residual waste (fig. 17). This also applies to a controller with inte-
grated lithium-ion battery if it is defective or no longer needed. If a exchangeable battery is 
damaged or leakage occurs, you are not allowed, under no circumstances, to use it and you 
have to dispose it properly. Never throw batteries that are no longer useable or exhausted 
into fire or domestic waste but dispose them as hazardous waste in trade (recycling points) 
or free of charge at collection depots.

17. Overview of Signals

17.1 Sound Signals from the Controller

Sound Signal Signal Duration Cause Meaning

     

0.5 sec.

break

1 sec.

     

0.5 sec.

break

1 min.

     

0.5 sec.

break

1 sec.

     

0.5 sec.

The batteries are 
almost empty. 
Depending on the 
battery quality, it 
takes max. 2 hours 
to fully discharge.

17.2 Light Signals from the Controller with Integrated Lithium-Ion Battery

Light Signal

Cause MeaningController Colour
Signal 

Duration

green The batteries are fully charged.

yellow The batteries are charging.

red 0.5 sec. The battery status is critical.

fi g. 17

In case of deviant sounds, especially while walking, contact your orthotist as soon as possible.
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Light Signal

Cause MeaningController Colour
Signal 

Duration

blue

One of the three 
buttons was pressed.

The controller communicates 
with the remote control/app.

green 0.5 sec.

The Auto button was 
pressed.

The controller operates in 
Auto mode.

yellow 0.5 sec.

The Free button was 
pressed.

The controller operates in Free 
mode.

17.3 Light Signals from the Controller with Exchangeable Batteries

If you press the MODE button for some time in order to activate the controller, the LEDs will flash briefly.

Light Signal

Cause MeaningController Colour
Signal 

Duration

no signal The batteries in the controller 
are fully charged.

orange every 5 sec.

The batteries are 1/3 full. 
Depending on the battery 
quality, it takes max. 7 hours 
to fully discharge.

red every 5 sec.

The batteries are almost 
empty. Depending on the 
battery quality, it takes max. 2 
hours to fully discharge.
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Light Signal

Cause MeaningController Colour
Signal 

Duration

blue

One of the three 
buttons was pressed.

The controller communicates 
with the remote control/app.

green 0.5 sec.

The Auto button was 
pressed.

The controller operates in 
Auto mode.

yellow 0.5 sec.

The Free button was 
pressed.

The controller operates in Free 
mode.

17.4 Light Signals at Remote Control

Light Signal

Cause MeaningRemote Control Colour
Signal 

Duration
yellow, green, 
red (depending 

on battery 
status)

One of the three 
buttons was 

pressed.

The remote control is 
connected with the controller.

green
The batteries in the 
controller are fully 
charged.

yellow

The batteries in the 
controller are 1/3 full. 
Depending on the 
battery quality, it takes 
max. 7 hours to fully 
discharge.

red

The batteries in the 
controller are almost 
empty. Depending on 
the battery quality, it 
takes max. 2 hours to 
fully discharge.
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Light Signal

Cause MeaningRemote Control Colour
Signal 

Duration

red

One of the three 
buttons was 

pressed.

Signal for both controllers:
- the orthoses are in Sleep 

mode (see paragraph 10.2);
- the batteries are empty;
- the controllers have no 

batteries;
- the remote controls are too 

far away from the orthoses.

yellow, green, 
red (depending 

on battery 
status) and 

afterwards red

 . . . 

Signal for one of the two 
controllers:
- the orthosis is in Sleep mode 

(see paragraph 11.2);
- the batteries are empty;
- the controller has no 

batteries;
- the remote control is too far 

from the orthosis.
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18. Kontrolltermine/Follow-up Appointments

Bitte lassen Sie das Systemgelenk Ihrer Orthese alle 3 Monate von Ihrem Orthopädietechniker warten. 
Bringen Sie diese Patienteninformation zu jeder Kontrolle mit und lassen Sie den nächsten Termin von Ihrem 
Orthopädietechniker eintragen.

Ask your orthotist to check the system joint of your orthosis every 3 months.
Bring this patient information to each follow-up and let your orthotist enter the next appointment.

Der Qualitätsstandard der Firma FIOR & GENTZ ist durch eine unabhängige Zertifi zierungsgesellschaft nach den
internationalen Normen ISO 9001 und ISO 13485 geprüft und bescheinigt worden.
The quality standard of the FIOR & GENTZ company has been controlled and certifi ed by an independent certifi cation organisation

according to the international standards ISO 9001 and ISO 13485. PB
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